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Well, the Indian Ocean Circuit bas been 
sailed and I can tell you without fear of 
contradiction that the way to go In this 
years' Vasco da Gama Race was offshore for 
a ride In the Mozambique Current! (see last 
months comments) What's occupying my 
mind at the moment ls which way to go next 
year! 

I can also tell you without fear of 
contradiction that the English Channel is 
not the only place where Offshore Races 
have to kedge from time to time. At the start 
of the Vasco da Gama Race, an almost 
non-existant southerely breeze was coupled 
with a local North flowing current. Crew 
member Derek Warne aboard our "Magic 
Carpet" was quiet insistant that we couldn't 
stem the current. He was right, so we quietly 
positioned ourselves at the weather end of 
the line and slipped the anchor over·the side 
6 minutes before the starting gun. We 
heeled "Magic Carpet" with the crew sitting 
to leeward making a show of constantly 
trimming the sails. 
Bang, the Starting 
gun went with the rest 
of the fleet quietly 
drifting backwards. 
Needless to say, some 
minutes later other 
anchors were dropped 

''Transformer'' 
skippered by owner 
Kevin Wade-Lehman 
in the Vasco and then 
by Terry Clarence in 
the balance of the 
races, was the only 
boat to sail the entire 
Circuit this year. Two 
other boats, Sigi 
Echoltz's new "Rubi
con" and the Navy 
entry "Brightwater 
Fox'' also intended 
doing the circuit. 
"Brightwater Fox'" 
had rudder trouble in 
the East London to 
Port Elizabeth Race, 

by 

and "Rubicon" missed the Vasco due to 
teething problems. Transformer's crew are 
very enthusiastic about the future of the 
Circuit provided some improvements are 
made. There is always the question of what 
came first, the Chicken or the Egg, but I feel 
that if certain changes are planned then 
more top boats will do the entire Circuit, 
and not just individual events. Particularly, 
the "round the buoy" courses at Algoa Bay 
Week could do with a rethink. All in all the 
Circuit has tremendous possibilities, a 
variety of weather is possible (and usual) at 
the scheduled time of the year, and the 
combination of long distance, medium 
distance and "round the buoy" racing is just 
right. Algoa Bay must be one of the (if not 
"the") best venues for "round the buoy" 
racing in South Africa. The above is not 
intended as a criticism, but simply a 
suggestion to help make this Circuit a 
"must" for keelboat sailors. 

Safety at Sea 
With the introduction of the CASA Sail 

Training Scheme, CASA invited Lt. Com
mander Peter Noice, a qualified Royal 
Yachting Association Examiner, to visit 
South Africa and put some of our prospec
tive Examiners through their paces. In 
Durban, Jimmy McGees' well travelled 
"Coquette III" was put- at his disposal 
together with Jimmy, Dave Lord, Ron 
Glover, Val Hendrie and John Foaden as 
"victims"! The accent was on practical 
seamanship and Peter "invented" a whole 
host of difficult manoeuvres to test his team. 
For instance, while running downwind in a_ 
North Easterely he threw an item overboard 
representing a man, informed the helmsman 
that he had just lost his rudder, and asked 
him to retrieve the object without using the 
rudder! I took Peter to the airport and 
during the drive he told me he was 
impressed by the seamanship of all the 
candidates, but he felt that in general, local 

yachtsmen should improve their theory, 
particularly with regard to the Collision 
Regulations. 

The Durban Port Authorities have long 
required yachtsmen using the Port of 
Durban to have a working knowledge of the 
"Colregs" with particular emphasis on 
lights. We are often asked why, with the 
comment that such and such wouldn't be 
seen in South African waters anyway. Some 
of the Vasco Yachtsman cruising back from 
East London have a good idea why! Any 
reader able to identify at night a tug and 
tow, exceeding 200 metres in length and 
unable to deviate from their course; without 
diving for the "Colreg" book? Not many of 
us I am sure. We met just such a 
combination off Bashee Point, the big 
Safmarine tug 'W olraad Waltemade" 
towing the drydock "Saldock". Not only was 
she not very manoeuvreble, but understand
ably as she was Northboard she was fairly 
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close inshore to avoid the Mozambique 
Current. We were triple reefed at the time, 
beating to windward against a North 
Easterly which touched 35 knots at times. 
Imagine the picture this presented to the 
officer of the watch aboard the tug, a sailing 
yacht short tacking along the coast at least 
50° off the rumb line on either tack, in a 
not very wide lane of water between the tug 
and the shore. VHF was a great help here, 
some distance before she came up to us, she 
called us up and we were able to indicate our 
intentions, assure her· we woul<l keep clear 
and also give her the names and pusitions of 
the yachts ahead of us. It seems to me to be 
a very good idea to leave ones VHF on 
standby so one can be contacted by ships if 
the need arises. Once clear of the ports, 
there is little traffic on Channel 16 and it is 
no harship to leave the set on. 
VHF & SSB 

While on the subject of VHF it must be 
remembered that VHF is only "line of 

sight". A range of 
only 30 to 40 nautical 
miles is all that can be 
expected except un
der exceptional cir
cumstances (extended 
range during priods 
of very low barometric 
pressure is one ex
ample). 

Judging by 
the many radio tele
phone calls booked to 
VHF equipped yachts 
during the Vasco da 
Gama Race and re
turn trip, not all the 
relatives back home 
appreciated this fact. 
When the yachts did 
not reply, some need
less concern occured 
back home. 

Fit VHF first, it is 
the main form of 
communication in the 
area around ports; 

however, if you want sure communication 
from distances in excess of 30 to 40 miles, 
SSB i$ a must. Many easy to operate SSB 
sets are available these days, a number of 
which are now synthesised allowing far more 
frequencies in individual sets. Buy the set 
with the most frequencies and the highest 
output in watts PEP that you can afford. 
Make sure it has 2, 4, and 8 megacycle 
capabilities for the SA coast and 12 
megacycles for longer distances if required. 
Contact your local Marine Radio Inspector 
or Coast Station and fit the correct ship to 
shore frequencies for Durban radio and 
Cape Town radio. If you have frequencies to 
spare Walvis Bay and PE could be fitted as 
well'. Remember also that an SSB set must 
_be tuned in the boat by an expert otherwise 
you won't get any range out of it at all. VHF 
sets can be popped into the boat, connected 
up and that's that, but this definitely doesn't 
apply to SSB. ,.., ·t.:3::;s "" 

RACING NE:a-

_J{ing Of The Tigers RegattL-Bannock managed to pull up to 4th position 
on the second heat only to lose it to Kip on 
the run. Keith finished first. then Don Law, 
Billy Kip and Don Robertson. Keith. Don 
Law and Don Robertson were disqualified 
for being over the start line. This gave first 
place to Billy. 2nd Kip and 3rd was Peter 
Bannock. 

This year it was decided to change the venue 
to Richards Bay, instead of Midmar Dam 
which is the usual venue. Congratulations 
must go to Keith Godwin who showed us a 
clean set of transoms to become "King of 
the Tigers". This is a hat trick for Keith wtio 
recently won the PYC Class Championships 
and then the Provincial Champions. Well 
done and keep it up. 

The event saw an entry of 15 Tigers half 
from the ZYC. Two Zululand skippers who 
were showing good form were Peter Ban
nock who came 4th overall and Don 
Robertson on "Sula" who came in 5th. Bill 
Ellens was second followed by Kip Kuiper. 

The Port Captain allowed ZYC to use the 
whole channel which gave the fleet an 
excellent stretch of deep water sailing. The 
weather was both what the skippers 
required and the wives and girl friends 
needed to get a tan. Here is a hull to hull 
commentary by various skippers. 
RACE ONE 

2.30 p.m. in a light southerly wind 8-10 
knots. After a crowded starboard start the 
fleet was led to the weather mark by Bill 
Ellens followed by Aubrey Groenewald, 
Andy Mayo and Don Law. Positions 
remained the same until the second beat 
where the wind picked up to 15 knots giving 
the fleet a few moments of heavy weather 
sailing. The majority of the leading half of 
the fleet were up the northern side of the 
channel, except for Bill Ellens and Kip 
Kuiper who were across to the south side. 
Keith reached the weather mark first 
followed by Bill, Aubrey and Kip who had 
picked up 6 places. The shorter c:ourse was 
raised which gave a finish on the run. Bill 
passed Keith to get the gun with Aubrey 
holding Kip off for 3rd place. First local 
skipper home was Pete Bannock in 6th 
position. 

RACE TWO: 
Sunday morning. I 0-12 knots easterly. 

Start delayed to 11.30 a.m. as the committee 
boat had to be towed out to the start by the 
NSRI. The beat was directly up the channel 
to a harbour mark at the entrance to the 
harbour. 

The start line had a port bias but most of 
the fleet started on a starboard tack. First to 
the weather mark was Bill Ellens followed 
by Peter Bannock and Andy Mayo. The 
wind picked up slightly during the next 
beat. Keith moved up to be first around the 
weather mark on the second beat. followed 
by Peter Bannock and Andy Mayo. The 
positions remained the same until the finish 
with Keith notching up his first win. 
THIRD RACE: 

Sunday afternoon ± 20 knots. Easterly. 
Heavy weather skippers were smiling. The 
fleet got away to a starboard start. Kip and 
Bill held a starboard tack right across to the 
north bank which paid off. Kip was first to 
the mark followed by Billy, Keith and Don 
Law. The next heat saw Billy tack short of 
the north bank and Kips cover. Keith and 
Don went right across to the north bank, 
and this time it was Keith first to the mark 
followed very closely by Don Law and a few 
minutes later by Kip and Billy. A battle 
royal devel0ped between Keith and Don. 
Keith was out pointing Don, but Don had 
more boat speed. However finally Keith 
managed to pull it off. Kip was 3rd. 
FOURTH RACE: 

This race was sailed directly after the 3rd 
race. Wind conditions slightly stronger than 
race 3. Again the fleet started on starboard. 
Keith was first to the weather mark but 
closely followed by Bill, Kip, Peter Bannock 
and Don Robertson. Keith and Don almost 
did a horizon job on the rest of the fleet 
pulling out a few hundred metres. Peter 

RACE FIVE: 
Monday morning. North easterly. Clean 

start with nobody over the line. Keith 
Godwin was first to the weather mark 
followed by Dori Robertson, Kip Kuiper. 
Bill Ellens and Don Law. Don Law had 
rudder problems and dropped back. On the 
next heat up Kip moved into 2nd place only 
to lose it once again to Don Robertson due 
to confusion to which was the correct 
weather mark. Bill was brought up to 4th 
position. A battle royal developed between 
Don Robertson and Kip for 2nd place. The 
final positions were Keith, Don Robertson, 
Kip and Billy. 
FINAL POSITIONS 
1st Keith Godwin - "King of Tigers Trophy" 
2nd Bill Ellens 
3rd Kip Kuipers 
4th Peter Bannock 
5th Don Robertson 
6th Andy Mayo 
7th Don Law 
8th Aubrey Groenewald 
9th Jon du Rand 
10th Michael Coulon 
I Ith Nicko de Jong 
12th Marty Russel 
13th Peter Thorpe 
14th Liem de Jong - "Transom Watchers 

Trophy" 
15th L. Stilles 

These races were well run and special 
thanks must go to Doug Cerrie who set very 
good courses. Thanks must also to to all 
those involved in making it a very enjoyable 
weeked and especially the ladies in the 
galley who did an excellent job in providing 
the hungry m.::.sc:s with food. = t.X , ,.. 
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MARINE DIESELS with 10, 20, 36 and 48 seahorses (7,5 15 27 and 35kW) 
are available for traditional installation with sterntube, or with Bukh's safe 
saildrive with double membrane. 

YAC 34 

There is a Two-year guarantee on all Bukh engines and saildrives 
installed in pleasure craft. 

* 

All Bukh engines can be hand started 
also those fitted with electric start. 
No hull vibrations. 
A minimum of noise and exhaust smoke. 

A Bukh-engine will keep you off that rocky lee-shore and take you 
home in comfort. 

BURMEISTER & WAIN 
South Africa (Ply.) Ltd. 
Box 147, Paarden 
Eiland, 7420. 
Phone (021) 51-4111 

AGENDA YACHT SERVICES VHV MARINE (Ply) Ltd. 
11 Field St. Box 51666, 
Durban Rand burg, 
Phone: (031) 62130 2125 

Phone (011) 6754034 

VIKING FIT 
Box 108, 
Knysna, 
6570. 
Phone: (04452) 23261 
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